Method for producing fiber-reinforced composite semi-hardened product having joggle, and
method for producing preformed structure using same

Verfahren zur Herstellung eines halbgehärteten faserverstärkten Verbundteils mit einem Stufenrand, und Verfahren zur Herstellung eines mit diesem Verbundteil vorgeformter Struktur

Procédé pour la fabrication d’un produit semi-durci renforcé par des fibres avec un bord en gradin, et procédé de fabrication d’une structure préformée en utilisant ce produit

Note: Within nine months from the publication of the mention of the grant of the European patent, any person may give notice to the European Patent Office of opposition to the European patent granted. Notice of opposition shall be filed in a written reasoned statement. It shall not be deemed to have been filed until the opposition fee has been paid. (Art. 99(1) European Patent Convention).
Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product having a joggle made of a fiber-reinforced composite, and a method for producing a preformed structure composed of the stepped semi-hardened product having a joggle and a simple shaped semi-hardened product.

[0002] Stiffened panels made of a fiber-reinforced composite (prepreg) are light in weight and high in strength, to have been widely used for automobiles, ships, aircrafts, etc. The stiffened panels are generally produced by placing members for a skin and stiffeners (stringers and frames) each made of a fiber-reinforced composite on a forming tool to prepare an assembly, and by adhesive-forming the assembly by heating under a pressure using a pressure bag, etc. It is preferred that members composing the stiffeners are arranged on a skin member as a semi-hardened preformed structure, and completely hardened with the skin member, from the viewpoint of weight-reduction.

[0003] Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing an example of the preformed structure. In a preformed structure 1 of Fig. 1, simple shaped semi-hardened products 2a and 2b are arranged at a predetermined interval as the stringer members, and joggles of stepped semi-hardened products 3a, 3b and 3c are piled on the simple shaped semi-hardened products 2a and 2b. Each semi-hardened products 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b and 3c has a T-shaped section of a base portion and a projecting portion, although they may have a section of C-shape, I-shape, etc.

[0004] Conventionally, the above-mentioned semi-hardened products have been produced by a method comprising the steps of: cutting fiber-reinforced composites many times to obtain desired lamination structures, respectively; laminating and forming the fiber-reinforced composites on a forming tool. However, this method necessitates complicated works, in particular, lamination of the fiber-reinforced composites on the forming tool is achieved by handwork to require much effort. Further, in the case of such a complicated shaped semi-hardened product that has a joggle, the above lamination is remarkably difficult, thereby failing to produce them with a uniform quality. Furthermore, in the case of producing a plurality of semi-hardened products, which have different shapes, lengths, etc., the above conventional method demands many forming tools for each products to increase production costs.

[0005] US 4,151,031 discloses a method of forming and joining laminated fiber-reinforced composite material to form continuous structural shapes. The method comprises a first process where a plurality of first sheets made of a fibre reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure and cooled under a pressure to provide a first laminate.

[0006] It would be desirable to provide a method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product having a joggle made of a fiber-reinforced composite, where the stepped semi-hardened product of uniform, high quality can be stably produced with reduced processes and production costs, and furthermore, to provide a method for another object of the present invention is to provide a method for producing a preformed structure utilizing the above method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product, which can produce the preformed structure with reduced processes and production costs.

[0007] As a result of intensive research in view of the above, the inventor has found that a stepped semi-hardened product of high quality can be stably produced with reduced processes and production costs by a method where a flat plate-shaped laminate is provided by laminating a plurality of sheets made of a fiber-reinforced composite beforehand, a simple shaped intermediate is prepared by forming the flat plate-shaped laminate, and an edge portion of the simple shaped intermediate is heated under a pressure. The present invention has been accomplished by the finding.

[0008] Thus, a method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product with a hardening degree of 1-80% having a joggle in an edge portion according to the present invention comprises: a first process where a plurality of sheets made of a fiber-reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure and cooled under a pressure to provide a first flat plate-shaped laminate; a second process where the first flat plate-shaped laminate is softened by heating, placed on a first forming tool and formed by cooling under a pressure to prepare a simple shaped intermediate; and a third process where an edge portion of the simple shaped intermediate is heated under a pressure to form the joggle.

[0009] The method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product of the present invention is suitable for producing one having a T-shaped section.

[0010] In a method for producing a preformed structure of the present invention, the preformed structure is composed of a stepped semi-hardened product having a joggle and a simple shaped semi-hardened product each made of a fiber-reinforced composite and having a hardening degree of 1-80%,

the stepped semi-hardened product is produced by: a first process where a plurality of first sheets made of a fiber-reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure and cooled under a pressure to provide a first flat plate-shaped laminate; a second process where the first flat plate-shaped laminate is softened by heating, placed on a first forming tool and formed by cooling under a pressure to prepare a simple shaped intermediate; and a third process where an edge portion of the simple shaped intermediate is heated under a pressure to form a joggle,

the simple shaped semi-hardened product is produced by: a fourth process where a plurality of second
sheets made of a fiber-reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure and cooled under a pressure to provide a second flat plate-shaped laminate; and a fifth process where the second flat plate-shaped laminate is softened by heating, placed on a second forming tool and formed by cooling under a pressure, and

the joggle of the stepped semi-hardened product is placed on the simple shaped semi-hardened product. The joggle overlaps an edge of the simple shaped semi-hardened product formed from the second laminate.

[0012] The method for producing a preformed structure of the present invention is suitable for producing one composed of the stepped semi-hardened product and the simple shaped semi-hardened product each having a T-shaped section.

[0013] Certain preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be described by way of example only and with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing an example of a preformed structure;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view showing an example of a stepped semi-hardened product produced by a method according to the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing production of a flat plate-shaped laminate used in the present invention;
Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing flat plates obtained by cutting the flat plate-shaped laminate shown in Fig. 3;
Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing a simple shaped intermediate used in the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing a flat plate and L-shaped plates formed from the flat plates shown in Fig. 4;
Fig. 7 is a side view showing formation of the L-shaped plates shown in Fig. 6;
Fig. 8 is a perspective view showing formation of the simple shaped intermediate of Fig. 5 from the flat plate and the L-shaped plates shown in Fig. 6;
Fig. 9 is a perspective view showing a pressing machine for forming a joggle at an edge portion of the simple shaped intermediate of Fig. 5; and
Fig. 10 is a front view showing production of a preformed structure by a method according to the present invention.


[0014] A method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product having a joggle in an edge portion according to the present invention comprises: a first process where a plurality of first sheets made of a fiber-reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure and cooled under a pressure to provide a first flat plate-shaped laminate; a second process where the first flat plate-shaped laminate is softened by heating, placed on a first forming tool and formed by cooling under a pressure to prepare a simple shaped intermediate; and a third process where an edge portion of the simple shaped intermediate is heated under a pressure to form a joggle.

[0015] In the method of the present invention, "semi-hardened state" means such that the hardening degree of the fiber-reinforced composite is 1 to 80%. In the case where a semi-hardened stringer member or a semi-hardened frame member is produced by the method of the present invention, the semi-hardened member preferably has a hardening degree of 1 to 50% to provide a member that can be easily handled and stored, and that has properties suitable for integration with a skin member. The method of the present invention is suitably utilized for producing such a member.

[0016] In the method of the present invention, the fiber-reinforced composite is composed of such a reinforcing fiber as a carbon fiber, a glass fiber, an aramid fiber, etc. impregnated with a thermosetting resin or a thermoplastic resin. The thermosetting resin may be an epoxy resin, a bismaleimide resin, a phenol resin, etc., and the thermoplastic resin may be PEEK, nylon 6, nylon 66, polyethylene terephthalate, etc. Preferred as the thermosetting resin is an epoxy resin, and preferred as the thermoplastic resin is nylon. Ratio of the thermosetting resin or the thermoplastic resin to the reinforcing fiber in the fiber-reinforced composite may be varied as appropriate. Further, size of the fiber-reinforced composite is not particularly limited. The lamination structure of the first flat plate-shaped laminate, including the direction of the reinforcing fiber composing each fiber-reinforced composite therein, is also not particularly limited. For example, each fiber-reinforced composite may be laminated in such a direction as ±45°/0°/0°/0° to 90°. Additionally, the number of the laminated fiber-reinforced composites may be varied as appropriate.

[0017] In the first process, the first sheets are preferably heated at 20 to 100°C under a pressure by a hot press roll, a hot pressing machine, etc. When the heating temperature is more than 100°C, fluidity of the resin in the fiber-reinforced composite is excessively increased. On the other hand, the heating temperature of less than 20°C invites insufficient stacking of the first flat plate-shaped laminate. Further, the pressure is preferably 0.1 to 10 kg/cm² (9.8 x 10³ to 9.8 x 10⁵ Pa). The pressure of more than 10 kg/cm² (9.8 x 10⁵ Pa) results in disordered fiber orientation of the fiber-reinforced composite, and the pressure of less than 0.1 kg/cm² (9.8 x 10³ Pa) invites insufficient stacking of the first flat plate-shaped laminate.

[0018] In the first process, the first sheets are preferably cooled at 10 to 30°C under a pressure by a cold press roll, a cold pressing machine, etc. When the cooling temperature is more than 30°C, the first sheet tends to be peeled off the first flat plate-shaped laminate. On
the other hand, a cooling temperature of less than 10°C requires much energy for cooling. Further, the pressure is preferably 0.1 to 10 kg/cm² (9.8 x 10³ to 9.8 x 10⁵ Pa). The pressure of more than 10 kg/cm² (9.8 x 10⁵ Pa) results in disordered fiber orientation of the fiber-reinforced composite, and the pressure of less than 0.1 kg/cm² (9.8 x 10³ Pa) invites insufficient stacking of the first flat plate-shaped laminate.

[0019] The first flat plate-shaped laminate provided by the first process may be cut into a plate having a desired shape by a cutting machine having a cutting blade, a water jet, etc. The size of the plate may be varied as appropriate depending on its use.

[0020] In the second process, the first flat plate-shaped laminate may be heated and softened by an oven, a heater, etc. The heating is preferably carried out at 60 to 100°C for 10 to 90 minutes.

[0021] In the second process, the first flat plate-shaped laminate is preferably cooled at 0 to 50°C for 10 to 90 minutes.

[0022] In the second process, the first forming tool may be made of a steel, aluminum, etc. The first forming tool may have a shape not corresponding to the joggle in the stepped semi-hardened product, therefore, the first forming tool can be commonly used for producing a semi-hardened product having no joggle, and stepped semi-hardened products having different length, etc. to reduce the production costs.

[0023] In the third process, although a method of heating and pressurizing the simple shaped intermediate is not particularly limited, it is preferable that the simple shaped intermediate is heated by a dryer at the edge portion, then placed in a pressing machine, and lightly pressed by man-power.

[0024] Height of the joggle is also not particularly limited. For example, if the stepped semi-hardened product is used as a frame member composing a body structure of an aircraft, the joggle preferably has a height of 0.5 to 5 mm.

[0025] The method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product of the present invention is suitable for producing one having a T-shaped section. The method is also usable for production of stepped semi-hardened product having a various section such as C-shape, I-shape, etc. The stepped semi-hardened product may be a straight line or a curved line in shape in the lengthening direction.

[0026] Explanations will be provided on producing a stepped semi-hardened product 3d shown in Fig. 2 by the method of the present invention by reference to Figs. 3 to 9 below without intention of restricting the scope of the present invention.

(a) First Process

[0027] Fig. 3 shows production of a first flat plate-shaped laminate 5a, where first sheets 4a to 4e each made of a fiber-reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure by a hot press roll 6, and cooled under a pressure by a cold press roll 7, automatically. In the present method, the fiber-reinforced composite sheets are not provided on a complicated tool having a joggle, whereby the first process can be easily carried out automatically so that the first flat plate-shaped laminate of high quality can be stably provided with reduced processes.

[0028] Flat plates 5b, 5c and 5d shown in Fig. 4 is obtained by cutting the first flat plate-shaped laminate 5a in a predetermined size. In the conventional methods, the fiber-reinforced composites are cut many times and laminated on a forming tool. As compared with this, the first flat plate-shaped laminate 5a is prepared beforehand, and cut and formed in the method of the present invention, so that the number of cutting processes is reduced to [1 / lamination number of fiber-reinforced composites].

(b) Second Process

[0029] A simple shaped intermediate 2c shown in Fig. 5 is prepared by two forming steps. Thus, the flat plates 5b, 5c and 5d are softened by heating and formed by cooling under a pressure, if necessary, to prepare L-shaped plates 8a and 8b and a flat plate 8c shown in Fig. 6, further, the plates 8a, 8b and 8c are softened by heating and formed by cooling under a pressure to prepare the simple shaped intermediate 2c. In the case where the simple shaped intermediate 2c has such a more simple shape as C-shape, it can be prepared by one forming step.

[0030] The L-shaped plates 8a and 8b having the same shape can be formed from the flat plates 5b and 5c by simple tools 9a and 9b shown in Fig. 7. The flat plate 8c may be prepared only by cutting the first flat plate-shaped laminate 5a, thus, the flat plate 8c may be the same as the flat plate 5d. In this embodiment, because the plates 8a, 8b and 8c have the same laminating structure, needed is only one first flat plate-shaped laminate 5a to reduce the number of the laminating processes.

[0031] The simple shaped intermediate 2c may be prepared in a manner that the softened plates 8a, 8b and 8c are placed on a first forming tool 9f shown in Fig. 8, mounted first forming tools 9c to 9e on, and cooled
under a pressure. The first forming tools 9c to 9f are usable for preparation of various intermediates having the same curvature as the simple shaped intermediate 2c, and not restricted to the length thereof or shape of a joggle.

(c) Third Process

[0032] Edge portions of the simple shaped intermediate 2c are heated under a pressure to form joggles. In this embodiment, only the edge portions are heated by a dryer, and the simple shaped intermediate 2c is then placed on a pressing machine 10 shown in Fig. 9 and pressed as an arrow A shown in Fig. 9 to form the joggles, thereby producing the stepped semi-hardened product 3d shown in Fig. 2. The pressing machine 10 can be used for simple shaped intermediates having various lengths or shapes. Although there is a case that the resultant stepped semi-hardened product is wrinkled in this process, the wrinkles are removed when the stepped semi-hardened product is finally hardened with the skin member, etc. The stepped semi-hardened product obtained by the method according to the present invention may be stored at approximately room temperature.


[0033] A method for producing a preformed structure of the present invention is such a method where the preformed structure is produced by placing a joggle of a stepped semi-hardened product made of a fiber-reinforced composite on a simple shaped semi-hardened product made of a fiber-reinforced composite. For example, as shown in Fig. 10, the preformed structure 1 shown in Fig. 1 is produced by: arranging simple shaped semi-hardened products 2a and 2b at a predetermined interval; placing joggles of stepped semi-hardened products 3a, 3b and 3c on the simple shaped semi-hardened products 2a and 2b as an arrow B.

[0034] The stepped semi-hardened product is produced by: a first process where a plurality of first sheets of the fiber-reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure and cooled under a pressure to provide a first flat plate-shaped laminate; a second process where the first flat plate-shaped laminate is softened by heating, placed on a second forming tool and formed by cooling under a pressure. The preferred embodiments of the second sheets, the second flat plate-shaped laminate and the second forming tool are the same as those of the first sheets, the first flat plate-shaped laminate and the first forming tool, respectively. Further, the preferred embodiments such as a preferred fiber-reinforced composite, preferred heating conditions, preferred cooling conditions, etc. of the fourth process and the fifth process are the same as those of the first process and the second process, respectively. Thus, the simple shaped semi-hardened product may be substantially the same as the simple shaped intermediate used in the above-mentioned method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product of the present invention.

[0036] The method for producing a preformed structure of the present invention is suitable for producing such that is composed of the stepped semi-hardened product and the simple shaped semi-hardened product each having a T-shaped section. The stepped semi-hardened product and the simple shaped semi-hardened product may independently have a section of C-shape, I-shape, etc. Shape in the lengthening direction thereof is also not particularly limited. Numbers and positional relationships of the stepped semi-hardened products and the simple shaped semi-hardened products in the preformed structure is not particularly limited, and the preformed structure may be a lattice, etc. in shape. The simple shaped semi-hardened product and the stepped semi-hardened product is preferably made of the same fiber-reinforced composite, although they may be made of different fiber-reinforced composites. The simple shaped semi-hardened product preferably has the same laminae structure as the stepped semi-hardened product because only one flat plate-shaped laminate is needed in this case.

[0037] The preformed structure obtained by the method of the present invention may be heated under a pressure by a hot pressing machine, an autoclave, etc., integrated with the skin member, etc., and completely hardened to produce a final product. The preformed structure may be stored at approximately room temperature, although it may be completely hardened to produce the final product immediately after production thereof.

[0038] As described in detail above, according to a method of the present invention for producing a stepped semi-hardened product made of a fiber-reinforced composite, a stepped semi-hardened product of high quality can be stably produced with reduced processes and production costs. Further, a method for producing a preformed structure of the present invention utilizes the above method for producing a stepped semi-hardened product, so that a preformed structure can be produced
with reduced processes and production costs. The method for producing a preformed structure of the present invention is useful for production of stiffener members composing a stiffened panel of an aircraft body structure, etc.

Claims

1. A method for producing a product (3a,3b,3c,3d), comprising: a first process where a plurality of first sheets (4a,4b,4c,4d,4e) made of a fiber-reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure and cooled under a pressure to provide a first laminate (5a); characterised in that the product is a stepped semi-hardened product with a hardening degree of 1-80% having a joggle in an edge portion, the method further comprising a second process where said first laminate, which is flat plate-shaped, is softened by heating, placed on a first forming tool (9f) and formed by cooling under a pressure to prepare a simple shaped intermediate (2c); and a third process where an edge portion of said simple shaped intermediate is heated under a pressure to form a joggle.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said simple shaped intermediate (2c) has a T-shaped section.

3. A method for producing a preformed structure composed of a stepped semi-hardened product having a joggle and a simple shaped semi-hardened product each made of a fiber-reinforced composite and having a hardening degree of 1-80%, wherein said stepped semi-hardened product is produced by a method of claim 1 or 2, said simple shaped semi-hardened product is produced by: a fourth process where a plurality of second sheets (4a,4b,4c,4d,4e) made of a fiber-reinforced composite are laminated to each other, heated under a pressure and cooled under a pressure to provide a second flat plate-shaped laminate (5a); and a fifth process where said second flat plate-shaped laminate is softened by heating, placed on a second forming tool (9f) and formed by cooling under a pressure, and said joggle of said stepped semi-hardened product (3a,3b,3c) is placed on said simple shaped semi-hardened product (2a).

4. A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein said simple shaped semi-hardened product has a T-shaped section.

5. A method as claimed in claim 3 or 4, wherein the second sheets (4a,4b,4c,4d,4e) of fiber-reinforced composite are the same as said first sheets.

6. A method as claimed in claim 5, wherein said second flat plate-shaped laminate (5a) is the same as said first flat plate-shaped laminate.

7. A method as claimed in claim 6, wherein said second forming tool (9f) is the same as said first forming tool.
die Stufe des gestuften, halb gehärteten Produkts (3a, 3b, 3c) auf dem einfach geformten, halb gehärteten Produkt (2a) angeordnet wird.


5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, worin die zweiten Schichten (4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e) des faserverstärkten Komposit die Gleichen sind wie die ersten Schichten.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, worin das zweite flache, plattenförmige Laminat das Gleiche ist wie das erste flache, plattenförmige Laminat.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, worin das zweite Formwerkzeug (9f) das Gleiche ist wie das erste Formwerkzeug.

Revendications

1. Procédé de production d’un produit (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d) comprenant une première étape, dans laquelle une pluralité de premières feuilles (4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e) constituées d’un composite renforcé par des fibres sont stratifiées l’une sur l’autre, chauffées sous pression et refroidies sous pression pour obtenir un premier stratifié (5a); caractérisé en ce que le produit est un produit semi-durci à gradins ayant un degré de durcissement de 1 à 80% et ayant un joint à adent dans une partie de bord, le procédé comprenant par ailleurs une deuxième étape, dans laquelle ledit premier stratifié, qui a une forme de plaque plane, est ramolli par chauffage, placé sur un premier outil de formage (5f) et façonné par refroidissement sous pression pour préparer un intermédiaire moulé simple (2c); et une troisième étape, dans laquelle une partie de bord dudit intermédiaire moulé simple est chauffée sous pression pour former un joint à adent.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit intermédiaire moulé simple (2c) a une section en forme de T.

3. Procédé de production d’une structure préformée composée d’un produit semi-durci à gradins ayant un joint à adent et d’un produit semi-durci moulé simple, chacun constitué d’un composite renforcé par des fibres et ayant un degré de durcissement de 1 à 80%, dans lequel ledit produit semi-durci à gradins est produit par un procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, ledit produit semi-durci moulé simple est produit par une quatrième étape, dans laquelle une plu-
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